








《Power button》
Use the power button to turn ON / OFF 
the 1G camera.

《Shutter lever》
Depress the shutter lever to press the 
shutter release button of the 1G camera.

《Mode dial》
Turning this dial changes the shooting 
mode.  Mode setting status is displayed at 
the top center of the LCD monitor of the 
1G camera.

《Up-down dial》
Turning this dial rotates the up-down dial 
on the 1G camera.  Use this dial to work 
with the menu and to change aperture or 
setting value quickly and easily.

《ADJ. dial》
Pushing and flicking this dial to the right 
and left operates the ADJ. lever of the 
1G camera.

《Other buttons》
Use buttons to control each function of 
the 1G camera underwater.
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1．Install the 1G camera to the housing as shown
 　 in Fig.1.
2. Make sure that there is not dust or scratches
    on the O-ring / O-ring mating surface before
    closing the rear cover.  Take the hand strap
    out, press the rear cover, and then put the
    buckle over the front case (Fig.2). 
3. Push the buckle down until it clicks.  Make
    sure that the red buckle lock buttons on both
    sides are popped out (Fig.3).

●Please refer to the instruction manual of the 1G camera for operation
　 of the other buttons.
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●To avoid flooding by trapping, remove the
　 wrist strap from 1G camera before installation
　 (Fig.4).
●Never install or remove the 1G camera while
　 the camera is ON.  The ejected lens may
　 interfere with the housing and damage the
　 camera and lens.
●Make sure that the 1G camera is set parallel
　 to the housing and not excessively slanted.
●The built-in flash of the 1G camera does not
　 fire if the flash cover is not opened.

●Before installing the 1G camera, slide the
　 Flash OPEN switch to the outside to raise
　 the flash cover, open the flash, and remove
　 the lens cap from the camera.  Turn off the
　 power of the camera before installation.
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